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BCSbusters

Here comes
the prize

Jeffrey Riley and Ryan Bass tackle
college football's system -sEEsPoR1s,A11
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Report suggests mandatory insurance
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UCF would support statewide proposal

,,

CHRISTINA DEPARIS
Staff Writer

On Monday:

UCF will support a proposal that would require
students to purchase
health insurance if the rest
of the state supports it as
well
In December, the Office
of Program Policy Analysis and Government
Accountability released a
report titled "University

Womens basketball
vs. East Carolina Pirates

.;'

by Andrew Kennedy
The Knights took on Conference
USA opponent ECU in Greenville
Sunday. Find out how they
fared.

On Wednesday:

,.,e

Mens basketball vs.
Marshall Thundering
Herd

.t

by Ryan Bass
Sports editor Ryan Bass will
have an in-game live blog from
the UCF Arena during the game
against Marshall.

~

Photos from the Blue
Man Group halftime
show

;j'I.,

I

Do you support
the proposal?
•
www.UCFNews.com
Students Pay $68 Million
for Health Services; Mandating Health Insurance
Would Produce Benefits
But Raise Uninsured Students' Cost of Attendance
5%to7%."
Maribeth Ehasz, vice
president of Student
Development and Enroll-

ment Services at UCF, said
that the State Legislature
had OPPAGA, a statewide
research group, study the
issue of mandatory health
insurance.
OPPAGA researched
the health centers at the 11
state universities in Florida to assess the efficacy of
mandatory insurance for
CHRISTINA DEPARIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PLEASE SEE

DECADE OF UCF

HEALTH ON A4

An OPPAGA report suggests that mandatory health insurance would not only
protect students from injury, but give universities more negotiating rights.

Fuel and

...,

cost key
in fleet

by Rayma Jenkins
The Jammin' Knights, the
basketball pep band, and the
Blue Man Group have teamed
up for aspecial performance
during Wednesday's basketball
game halftime.

selection
Alternative fuel
sources necessary

Also, follow us on
Twitter@UCFNews and
become our fan on
Facebook for more
updates and online
exdusive content.

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online News Editor

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Students at Virginia Tech mourn the death of 32 people who were killed during the mass shooting. At UCF, people from the community met at a vigil.

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Justtextthe keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Despite owning more than 390
vehicles, UCF devotes a significant
amount of time and effort to
researching their vehicle purchases.
Departments must follow a fairly rigorous process when trying to
obtain a new vehicle.
The departments must provide
information regarding what they
plan to use the vehicles for, why
they are requesting the particular
type of vehicle and whether there
is a flex fuel or biofuel alternative,
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RECENT FRIGID
WEATHER CAUSES
ANIMAL PROBLEMS
Florida's unusually low
temperatures have proved to be a
challenge for the state's wildlife.
large,green iguanas become
catatonic in the cold and fall from
trees, coming to life when it warms.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

TEACHERS CAN
LEARN HOW TO GET
RHETORICAL
There will be asession
demonstrating arhetorical
approach to critical thinking
developed by Stephen Toulmin
and used to improve students'
analytical and evaluative thinking.

GET TIPS ABOUT
PORTIONS FROM A
LICENSED DIETITIAN
Licensed dietitian Meghan Murphy
Van Camp will discuss the
importance of portion sizes and
help students figure out ifthey are
eating too much or not enough.The
meetings are every Wednesday.
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Ups and downs of the 2000s
COMPILED BY: JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

As we at the Central Florida Future look back at a decade ofnews
coverage of UCF and the surrounding area, we see the up and down
effects oftime.
From the reaction to the horror of terrorist attacks and massacres
to the creation of a medical school that put UCF on the map, we see
that life consists oftribulations as well as victories.
Here is a look at some ofthe biggest headlines ofthe past decade:
Horror of 9/11 closes UCF campus
September 12, 2001
Written by Lisa Applegate, Joe
Kaleita and Becki Panoff:
UCF reopened Wednesday,
along with all Florida state universities and community colleges,
after canceling classes Tuesday in
the wake of terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon
In a televised news conference,
Florida governor Jeb Bush
announced that after being closed
Tuesday, state universities, community colleges and a number of
government buildings would
resume operation Wednesday
morning.
At press time, all Wednesday

classes at UCF are scheduled to
take place.
'We're just going to be resuming
relatively normal operations," said
UCF News Bureau Director Jerry
Klein.

Some students remained on
campus, including a group that
formed to give blood that would be
sent to hospitals that treat victims
of the attacks. The students stood
outside the Student Union and
gave directions to area blood banks.

The debacle of the American flags
Clips from June 24, 2003 to
October 9, 2003
Written by
Ben Baird:
Rebuilding

• Fall enrollment, 20002001: 33,453 students
Fall enrollment, 20092010: 53,537 students
• 2000 in football: Mike
Kruczek's Golden Knights
upset Alabama at Tuscaloosa
2009 in football: George
O'Leary's Knights upset No. 12
Houston Cougars at ome.

fl

ALTERNATIVE ON AS

Forfullversions
ofthese artides:
www.UCFNews.com

on a Conservative Komerstone, or
ROCK, has proposed a measure
called "Project Freedom," which
asks the UCF administration to put
an American flag in all UCF classrooms.
ROCK President Heather Smith
said the flags will serve the dual
purpose of promoting patriotism
while adding a decorative touch.

COURTESY KAITLYN CHANA

Kaitlyn Chana founded Love Letters: Random
Cards of Kindness in eighth grade.

Twenty hands went up in the
Key West room Thursday night,
bringing an end to Student Government deliberation of the contentious debate over paying to put
American flags in UCF's classrooms.
The SGA Senate voted 20-to-13
to deny funding for a bill, backed
by student group Rebuilding on a
PLEASE SEE
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LEAD Scholar
chosen to be
Olympic
torchbearer
LINDSAY DECARLO
Contributing Writer

While most students spend
the first weeks of January buying books and getting settled
into a new semester of classes,
Kaitlyn Chana will be boarding
a flight to Calgary where she
will be running as an Olympic
torchbearer.
"I just keep thinking, 'Can
this really be happening?'"
Chana said. "I'm waiting for
someone to pinch me."
Chana, a freshman radio/television major, was selected to
bear the torch by the Coca-Cola
Foundation from a pool of more
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Teachers: Get rhetorical

Company to
~veaway

(entral
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Juturt

•

$20,000

There will be a session
demonstrating a rhetorical approach to critical
thinking developed by
Stephen Toulmin and
used to improve students'
analytical and evaluative
thinking.
The session is hosted
by the Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning,
and is from 10 a.m. until 11
a.m. in room 207 of Classroom I on Wednesday.
Call 407-823-3544 for
more information.

wedding
package
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Keep up with local headlines

you may have missed

Recent frigid weather causes
problems with wild animals
MIAMI Florida's
unusually low temperatures have proven to be a
challenge for the region's
wildlife.
Large, green iguanas
become catatonic in the
cold and fall from trees.
When the weather warms,
they reanimate.
Pythons take refuge
from the cold by slithering into dark, dry crevices
when the cold becomes
unbearable.
Saturday's rains might
have spoiled that strategy.
Monkey Jungle closed
early Saturday. For the
first time in at least 30
years, Miami Metrozoo
shut its doors because it
was too cold.
Farther north, more
than 160 cold-stunned turtles were found floating in
a lagoon near Titusville.
And more than 200 manatees were swimming in
heated water outside a
Tampa Bay power plant.
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News Assignments Editor
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Justine Griffin x218
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Ashley Carnifax x216
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor
Jerriann Sullivan x218
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Sports Editors
Ryan Bass and
William Perry x216
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The Orlando Wedding Team is holding a contest in January to give away a free wedding, induding all of the planning, reception, gown and honeymoon.

Sports.CFF@gmail.com

Variety Editor
MEGAN VANWAUS
Contributing Writer

LOCAL
&STATE

. ,.

Editor-in-Chief

Get tips from a dietitian
Licensed
dietitian
Meghan Murphy Van
Camp will discuss the
importance of portion
sizes and help students
figure out if they are eating too much or not
enough.
She has meetings on
Wednesdays from 1 p.m.
until 2 p.m. in the Wellness Center Classroom of
the Recreation and Wellness Center.
During the meetings,
she demonstrates recommended portion sizes for
hundreds of foods. A
healthy snack is provided.
Call 407-823-5841 for
more information.

,.

For one engaged couple, April 30
may be the second happiest day of
their lives.
That's the day that local wedding
coordinating company Orlando
Wedding Team will be drawing the
names of the lucky couple who will
win a wedding worth more than
$20,000.
Senior wedding coordinator and
co-owner of Orlando Wedding
Team, Allison M Yates, is excited
about the possibilities of the contest
"So far we have 19 wedding professionals involved," Yates said.
"The winner of this contest will
have everything covered, the wedding Web site, invitations, gown,
tuxedo, photographer, videographer, officiant, decor, cake, limousine,
ceremony and more.''
Her staff, who are all Association
of Bridal Consultants certified and
two of whom are UCF Rosen College of Hospitality Management
graduates, would also be working
on the design, creation, management and coordination of the event.
The only cost to the couple
would be the guest dinner package,
a bar for the reception, guest transportation and any upgrade of services. Even with this in mind, the
winning couple will get a $20,000
wedding for roughly $4,000.
UCF graduate student Monica
Saldarriaga, 23, plans to enter the
contest with her fiance, Nick
Chmielarski, 29.
"Why not?" said Saldarriaga. "I
think it's a good idea. If I were to
win, I'd certainly take the opportunity. It would have to depend on the
vendors, though, whether they'd
work with me and keep my own
style involved."

The Future is working to
compile information about
organizations and events in
the UCF community for our
calendar on UCFNews.com
and the Around Campus
section of the paper.
If you know of any information you or your organization would like us to
include, send an e-mail to
Events.CFF@gmail.com

This contest will be helping out
more than just the lucky couple and
their families. Of the 19 vendors on
board so far, 18 of them are local
businesses.
The ceremony would be held at
Mystic Dunes Resort & Golf Club
where the winners would receive
an outdoor patio ceremony, a
cocktail hour including a fruit and
cheese display with two hot hors
d'oeuvres, wine, a four-hour reception in the grand ballroom and preprinted cards with directions to
Mystic Dunes to insert into the
guests' invitations.
Other local vendors include Invitations by Design, Sterling Photography International, Frosting on
the Cake, Jonathan's Flowers and
Crown Limousine, to name only a
few.
The luclcyi bride who wins the
contest will also receive an instore credit of $500 toward· a Private Collection Gown from
Savannah Grace Bridal.
"We are here to help
make each bride's
dream come true,"
Daissy Sanchez,
a senior sales
consultant at
Savannah Grace
Bridal,
said.
"Just because a
lot of people are
going
through
hard times right
now due to the
economy doesn't mean they
shouldn't be
able
to
have
a
beautiful
wedding."
Yates
said as

they promote the contest they are
promoting these vendors and hopefully will gain future business in
return.
"We want to help out brides in
the community," said Sanchez.
"Even for those couples who do
enter the contest but do not win, we
could work with [them] on finding
the perfect gown, tuxedo, invitations and cake at the right price."
The contest does have a few stipulations: you must be at least 18
years old at date of entry, a legal resident of the US, have been engaged
for at least one month prior to date
of entry, be able to provide a valid
marriage license within 60 days of
event date, be able to
marry on Friday; Sept. IO,
2010 or Friday, Oct. 8,
2010, agree
to meet
with
each
vendor
at least
once
before
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percent chance of precipitation.
Northwest winds at 8 mph.
Tonight: Clear into the evening.
Hard freeze warning. Winds west
northwest at 6 mph.
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meaning
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substitutions,
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Check out our Classifieds,
online and in print!
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JAN 181h-MlK HOLIDAY
FREE ADMISSION
50C HOT DOGS, 50C son DRINKS
& 50C BEER
(Promotion good till 6:00 pm

J
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This Ad Good

For 1 Free Program
(Good thru Feb. 28, 2010)

I .
HWY 17•92 & 436 Call (4071339-6221
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University of Central Florida
•'•

Services
,

Permit Regulations:

r) Apermit is required for all motor
/ vehicles parked on campus.

.,,

f

I
t

Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
•Jumpstart your car
• Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
•Give directions ·

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

,,

How to get your parking permit
• Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812

A4
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Health services directors back proposed policy
I

FROM

Al

Insuring young adults

students.
OPPAGA suggests that
adopting the requirement
and implementing it
statewide would protect
students in case of accident
or illness, reduce student
withdrawals and give universities a better ability to
negotiate insurance policies.
The 28-page report by
OPPAGA included letters
from the Florida Board of
Governors, UCF and the
University of Florida after
each reviewed a draft
before its release.
"UF and UCF both
wrote letters of support for
a statewide effort to make
health insurance mandatory for all students at the
[state] universities," Ehasz
said.
Since 2007, Florida State
University has required
that all new full-time students carry health insurance. Students have the
option to obtain the university-sponsored insurance
or carry a policy that meets
a certain criterion.
California and North
Carolina are among the
seven states in the country
that have mandatory health
coverage for students and
use a system similar to
FSU's.
"The need [for health
insurance] is clearly not
going to go away independent of what the nation does
with health care reform,''
said Robert Wrrag, director
of Health Services at UCF.
'We can and should be talcing action now to put the
best plan together in our
students' best interest."
Ehasz said they recognize the concern that many
students do not have health
insurance and therefore
might go untreated. She
said they know this would
interfere with their success
and progress.

States that have passed laws raising the age that children can be
covered under their parent's private health insurance:
States with extended coverage laws

• New Jersey
extends coverage
to age 30
• Thirteen of the
20 states extend
coverage to
age 25
• Other states
have lower limits

A.I. ,_
Conn.
Del.

NOTE: Alaska and Hawaii are not to scale

Health insurance coverage by age, 2006
Uninsured

Medicaid/other public plan •
Children

12%

Young adults (19-29)

31

Adults (30-64)

17

Source: Kaiser Family foundat1011

"Our position is that if
all state institutions - if all
students were required to
have some form of health
insurance, then we could
negotiate for a much
stronger and much more
economical policy for all
students malcing it a winwin for everyone," Ehasz
said.
A senior at UCF was
dropped from her mother's
insurance plan when she
turned 23, and she purchased a plan for herself
two months before brealcing her ankle in three
places.
The
student
requested not to be named
due to an impending file
against a business that has
neglected to talce responsibility for her accident.
"One bill was $50,000,

Private

10 - - - - - ---'-----"73~
Graphic: San Jose Mercury News

and if I hadn't gotten a plan
when I did there would be
no way for me to pay for it,"
she said.
The student said she
was surprised that FSU has
· made health insurance for
students mandatory.
"I don't even know how
[FSU] could malce health
insurance mandatory," she
said. "It's just so expensive."
Wrrag said the state university's health center
directors are close and
spealc through conference
calls monthly.
According to Wirag, all
of the health service directors in the 11 schools are on
the same page and would
be delighted if action were
talcen to adopt the policy of
mandatory insurance with

+

. ,University of

Central
Florida
Office of Student Conduct
Fall 2009 Statistics
Violations (major categories)
Alcohol
Disruptive Conduct
Controlled Substance
Providing False or Misleading Info
Academic Misconduct
Harmful Behavior
Sexual Misconduct

Sanctions
Disciplinary Warning
Disciplinary Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Location
On Campus
On Campus (housing)
Off Campus
Affiliated Housing
Greek Housing

02009MCT

waiver.
Students with an
established insurance
policy would not be
required to change distributors.
"There would be an
option that if you're on
your parents' policy or
have a certain level [of
insurance] that you
wouldn't have to get any
additional," Ehasz said.
"OPPAGA [is] suggesting
there be this waiver if you
have your own insurance."
"I'm on my parents'
insurance policy, but if I
wasn't, the only way I'd
be able to afford health
insurance is to have some
financial help," said
Leslie Sowder, a senior
elementary education
major.
Ehasz made clear that
UCF has not talcen any
action to implement a
mandatory health insurance policy.
"The state of Florida is
considering a mandatory
health insurance requirement for students, but
[UCF] is not considering
that at this point," Ehasz
said. "Our position is that
if the entire state came
together on that issue
then we certainly feel it
would be in the best
interest for everyone."
The OPPAGA report
notes that all state universities offer limited to premium insurance coverage
ranging in price from $518
to $1,687 per year.

CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF officials said that the school would support a statewide initiative to
mandate insurance but does not want to take on the initiative alone.

"We also share the
concerns that student
government has with the
fact that this would be
another financial obligation for students in an era
where there are more
financial obligations than
students have had in the
past for the cost of their
education," Ehasz said.
According to the
report, the average cost
for an undergraduate to
attend a state university
in Florida is $18,220, and
if health insurance was
made mandatory costs
would increase 5 percent
to 7 percent, or what they
calculated as $19,149 for
basic coverage and
$19,470 for comprehensive.
"If in fact health insurance was mandatory
across the state it would
become part of the fmancial aid cost of attendance, so it would be covered by financial aid
where right now it is not,"
Ehasz said.
UF and FSU already
incorporate health insurance in the cost of attendance for undergraduates. UCF is one of nine
universities in the state
that collects health fees
according to credit hour.
UCF charges $8.99 per
credit hour.
Wirag said students

•

107
71
42

101
33

5

Universicy of General
Florida Area
Ask about our UCF Discounted Rates!

17
268
28
1

270
147
79
43
9

These totals reflect violations of the Rules of Conduct for the
Fall 2009 semester that were reported to the Office of
Student Conduct.
Office of Student Conduct
Ferrell Commons, Room 142
407-823-4638
st_condu@mail.ucf.edu
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12000 Collegiate Way

11801 High Tech Avenue

4-07-277-7676

11651 University Boulevard
4-07-513-9000

www.marriott.com/mcoce

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

www.marriott.com/mcots

•99 Fully Equipped Suhes

•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet

•

have access to privileges
and programs offered by
Health Services but often
don't realize it.
"Every student pays a
health fee that comes
with certain entitlements
and one of those entitlements is unlimited visits
to the health center without an office charge," he
said.
Wirag
explained
health services from the
clinical perspective.
"On our campus most
of the students have primary health care needs,"
Wrrag said. "There are a
wide range of common
illnesses and injuries that
need to be attended to."
Sowder said, "If the
rates and benefits were
better than a plan with
my parents and services
offered in the community,
then I would consider
getting a plan through the
school."
Both Wrrag and Ehasz
have acknowledged the
Office of Program Policy
Analysis and Government Accountability's
report as a catalyst for
change in statewide
mandatory health coverage.
"I think it's just a matter of time until [mandatory health insurance]
will be a system-wide
requirement," Wrrag said.

•Complimentary Social Hour
M·TH 6{Xipm · 7:30pm

•Daily Housekeeping Service

•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt
•High Speed Internet Access

407-243-6100
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Alternative fuel is factor in vehicle purchases
. FROM Al

...

'

.
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university's eight new car
purchases are listed as
said Dorothy Straight, an using fuel alternatives: a
employee at the UCF Pur- 2010 Honda Insight hybrid
chasing department.
owned by civil engineering
Christine Dellert of and the ZENN electric car
UCF News & Information owned by the Sustainabilisaid that cutting costs is ty and Energy Manageone of the most important ment department.
factors when departments
Dellert explained that
want to purchase a new they choose vehicles based
fleet vehicle.
on overall cost, and some''While each depart- times E-85 ethanol vehicles
ment has specific policies are not the best choice.
related to its vehicles, across
''We have allowed
the university we stress cost departments to buy smallsavings and select vehicles er, 4-cylinder vehicles that
based upon a variety of cri- are capable of getting betteria, including price, gas ter gas mileage than E-85
mileage and work capabili- vehicles;· she said
ties," Dellert said
Once the type ofvehicle
Both
Dellert
and has been decided on, the
Straight said that govern- UCF Purchasing department requirements to pur- ment checks to see which
chase alternative-fuel vehi- already existing contracts
cles play a major role in they have with both the
new vehicle purchases.
state government and priFlorida House Bill 7135 vate businesses.
states, ·~ state agencies
They then gather
shall use ethanol and quotes from various venbiodiesel blended fuels dors and make a decision
when available. State agen- based on value.
cies administering central
UCF tries to find the
fueling operations for most economical vehicles
state-owned vehicles shall possible, Straight said
procure biofuels for fleet
Dellert said saving
needs to the greatest extent money is always a priority
practicable:·
for the university.
HB 7135 went into effect
"Across the university
in July of2008, and since its we stress cost savings;' she
inception only two of the said

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF employs a fleet of automobiles that are used for utilities, transportation and security, and don yellow state of Florida license tags. The Florida Legislature requires the
school to purchase vehicles that use alternative fuel sources such as those blended with biodiesel and ethanol when available and practicable.

For more information and to REGISTER visit

wwwJnf.org/springbreak
or contact us at asb@jnf.org or 212-879-9305 x245
This trip is partially sponsored by a generous grant from tlfe Repair the World Foundation.
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Torchbearer's nonprofit helps 50,000 children
FROM Al

than 80,000 other students.
She is joining four other
students who will also be
bearing the Olympic torch,
according to the Coca-Cola
Foundation.
"When I found out I had
been selected, I did what I
call the happy dance, and I
just jumped up and down
and sang," the 18-year-old
said. "It was just surreal."
According to Carolyn
Norton, program coordinator and alumni relations
director of the Coca-Cola
Foundation, Kaitlyn Chana
stood out because of her
volunteer and service
work.
"Kaitlyn showed commitment to her community.
She is a great example of a
young person who has
done some pretty remarkable things," Norton said.
As an eighth-grade project, Chana established a
national nonprofit organization to send messages of
hope and inspiration to terminally ill children, and her
idea has since flourished.
"Love Letters: Random
Cards of Kindness, Inc. is
something I'm really passionate about," Chana said.
She has logged almost
600 hours during the fall
semester alone, and her
efforts have helped more
than 50,000 children.
During her attendance
at UCF, the organization
has grown because 'of the

Across the country
The torch relay for the
2010 Vancouver Games
will be the longest
domestic torch relay
in Olympic history.
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number of students who
were willing to help and
dedicate their time, Chana
said. As a member of the
LEAD Scholars program,
she has found a new network of students who help
her in her mission.
"In her first year she has
been really instrumental in
creating volunteer opportunities to other LEAD
Scholars through her

Custom Screen Printing
and Embroidery
-Clubs
-Organizations
-Greeks
Contact: Jeff Carbone
581.789.1235 • Jafl@jcprlnls.com

www.jcprlnts.com

organization, Love Letters," said Stacey Malaret,
associate director of Student Leadership Development and a mentor to
Chana. "Kaitlyn has
opened up the eyes of
many LEAD Scholars to
her cause and her mission to brighten the lives
of terminally ill kids. She
is a vision of what a
LEAD Scholar should
be."
Although Chana considers herself to be a hard
worker, she admits that
she is not an avid runner,
so preparing for her run
in the Olympics ceremony has required intense
training regimens.
"I don't know the conditions I'll be running in,"
said Chana. "It could be
below 20 degrees, so I'm
training to be ready for
anything."

Myths vs.

aet1

about the H1N1 vaccine.
1. The H 1N 1 vaccine has been tested
extensively and proven safe and effective
against the HlNl virus.

She said she hopes to
build both strength and
endurance for the journey and her workouts
include yoga, flexibility
exercises and intense
running several times per
week.
Chana said she is most
excited to meet Shawn
Johnson, former Olympic
Gold Medalist and 2009

Dancing with the Stars
winner. Chana will be
passing the torch to the
17-year-old
Olympian
gymnast on Jan. 19.
In addition to the run
itself, she will be attending press conferences
and social events where
she will get to meet fellow torchbearers and
reflect on the experience.
Although the individual portion of the ceremony that she is running
in is not televised, there

COURTESY KAITLYN CHANA

Freshman Kaitlyn Chana has received the honor of being an Olympic
torchbearer thanks to her volunteer and service work in Central Florida.

will be plenty of eyes on
her. Chana said this adds
immense pressure.
The experience is once
in a lifetime, but Chana
promises not to forget the
long journey that brought
her to Calgary.
"When I put on that
uniform and I am actually holding the flame, I
know that I am repre-

senting so many people,"
Chana said. "I am representing myself, the state
of Florida, the entire UCF
community, and every
other teenager who is
passionate about what
they do. I want to prove
that if you strive and
push further every day,
you can accomplish anything."
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LIFE proves there's no learning age limit
TATIANA ISIS
Contributing Writer

UCF's main campus is
not just for young people.
The university has its
very own Learning Institute
for Elders, which is a program open to all senior citizens that provides educational seminars and lectures
on a variety of subjects.
The LIFE group meets

every Tuesday on campus.
There is a waiting list of
more than 475 members to
join the group.
'Mer retiring, I had a
change of lifestyle," said Jack
Gresham, who joined LIFE
three years ago after a friend
recommended it.
Ross Williams, a LIFE
member for more than a
year, said he's attended the
class almost every Tuesday

with his wife since he
joined.
"We had a friend tell us
about it," said Williams'
wife, Mary Lynn. "The club
teaches you new things. It's
a social activity where we
met a lot of riice people and
learned a lot of things."
The program costs $100
per individual for the year
and includes a student parking pass. LIFE President

Chuck Fritz said all of the
the
program
funds
receives are awarded back
to UCF organizations. Last
semester, LIFE donated
$28,224 to UCF organizations.
"The music department needs money for
CDs, the theater department needs money for
lighting," Fritz said.
Over the years, Fritz
said the organization has
awarded more than

$251,600 to UCF organizations.
The lectures are given
by UCF professors and
other volunteers.
Members of the LIFE
program also regularly
participate in volunteer
psychology surveys conducted by UCF staff and
students.
Bettie Sommers, a
retired UCF faculty member, recently taught a class
on Bicycle Transportation

Systems at a LIFE meeting.
"They are just a large
group of interested people
who can make a difference
and have more time to volunteer," Sommers said.
The classes are every
Tuesday in the Student
Union from 9:30 a.m. to
noon, with two different
lectures and a break in
between. For more information,
visit
www.life.ucf.edu.
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
around UCF is quite common. Here are s steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when
you move out:
./ READ THE LEASE!
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
landlord by the deadline.
./ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet.
If not, make your own list, stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYfHING!
'

./ MAKEACOPY!
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet

-

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lease.
./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!
./ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you wilI be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.stu legal .sdes. ucf.ed u

lf you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 lo set up an appointment, or \~sit Student Resource Center room 155 I\londay - Friday 8am-5pm.
We assist ,\ith selected areas oflaw, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer. criminal. traffic, & more. Qualified students can recieve free consultation & representation.
Funded by, \clil'ity & Sen·ice Fcl' thrm19h the Shulent Gui·e1w11e11t Association
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From a Knight as Miss America to a stolen Eucharist
FROM

One of UCF's own crowned
Miss America

Al

Conservative Komerstone,
to install the flags with SGA
funds.
The decision came after
several hours of speeches
by those in backers and
opponents of the bill, as television
cameras
and
activists watched the drama
unfold in a second floor
Student Union conference
room.
After the SGA Senate
denied its request for the
money, a campus student
group appealed to conservative talk-show host Shannon Burke and raised the
$3,140 necessary to display
an American flag in all UCF
classrooms starting today.
ROCK was denied student funds for the project
Aug. 28 by the SGA Senate,
but took to the airwaves the
next morning and presented its case to greater Orlando via Burke.
"The SGA was hoping
that ROCK wouldn't come
up with the money," Burke
said, adding that money
was never the issue and that
SGA simply did not want
the flags in classrooms.
by Patricia Xavier:
Less than a month after
the controversial installment of American flags in
UCF classrooms began,
UCF Police are investigating the vandalism of several
flags throughout campus.
On Tuesday, at least nine
flags in the Communications, VISual Arts, and Math
and Physics buildings were
tom down and stolen. Most
of the damage occurred in
the Math and Physics Building, where flags were missing from every floor. All but
one flag had been replaced
before students arrived for
classes on Wednesday,
maintenance supervisor
Wanda Daberko said
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peting from the group exercise rooms and basketball
courts. Most of the center's
73 electrical machines were
ruined and the 18,000
pounds of free weights have
rusted

September 21, 2003
Written by Alex Babcock:
Eyes wide and mouth
agape, UCF senior Ericka
Dunlap claimed the Miss
America 2004 title Saturday night before a national
audience, beating out 50
contestants in the final
night of the competition.
Dunlap, 21, a major in
Advertising and Public
Relation, repeatedly cried
out "Oh my God" when she
was announced the winner. Miss Hawaii Kanoelani Gibson was the runner-up, followed by Miss
Wisconsin Tina Sauerhammer.

UCF officer shot and killed
before Marshall game
September 25, 2005
Written by Sean Lavin:
A reserve Orlando
police officer mistakenly
shot and killed an undercover UCF officer at the
Citrus Bowl, Saturday.
Witnesses said Mario
Jenkins, 29, opened fire
amid rowdy tailgaters
before the football game
against Marshall, and seconds later was shot by
Orlando officer Dennis
Smith.
UCF Police spokesman
Sgt. Troy Williamson confirmed that another person
was shot during the altercation, which occurred
about an hour before the 6
p.m.game.
Jenkins was dressed in
plain clothes and patrolling
for underage drinkers in
the parking lots.
Witnesses said that
Jenkins shot into the air in
order to prevent an altercation from escalating.

Hurricane Charley 'wrecks'
center
August 23, 2004
Written by Monica
Panakos:
The Recreation and
Wellness Center is closed
after winds from Hurricane
Charley ripped off most of
the roof of the 3-year-old
building, inviting massive
rain damage that destroyed
carpeting, wood floors and
exercise equipment.
Jim Wilkening, associate
director of the Center, estimated it will not reopen
until at least February and
perhaps not until after the
end of the new academic
year. The $12.5 million
building opened in January
2002.
Between 80 percent and
85 percent of the center's
roof was destroyed in the
Aug. 13 hurricane, which
had sustained winds of 90
mph and gusts up to 105
mph as it passed directly
through the Orlando area.
Although the soaking
left the interior of the center severely waterlogged,
the outside of the building
sustained little damage.
Workers already have
ripped up all of the rotting
hardwood floors and car-

Medical school approval
excites students, faculty
March 26, 2006
Written
by
Mary
Knowles:
Make way for the M.D.s:
UCF won the right Thursday to create a medical
school in south Orlando
and also recently inked an
agreement with Scripps
Research Institute.
The Florida Board of
Governors voted 15-1 to
establish medical schools at
both UCF and Florida
International University.
The vote ends a lobbying blitz that began in 2004
and strengthened last year.
The vote was slated for last
November, but now Presi,
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Ereck Plancher died due to
his medical condition sickle cell trait - that put
him at risk for sudden
death during strenuous
physical activity, according
to a statement released
Thursday by the Office of
the Medical Examiner for
Orange and Osceola counties.

Community mourns Virginia
Tech at candlelight vigif
April 19, 2007
Written by Natalie Morera:
Hundreds of people,
including members of the
Central Florida chapter of
the Virginia Tech Alumni
Association, congregated
at the UCF Reflecting
Pond in the early evening
Tuesday to honor the 32
lives lost at VT.
The audience was still,
silently huddled together
as if to find, in the warmth
of fellowship, solace from
the cold that gripped the
nation in the aftermath of a
massacre.
A brass band took up
the tune of ''.Amazing
Grace," and audience
members lit candles, encircling the Pond in a ring of
light, illuminating the
water, and many somber
faces tried to erase the
darkness.
Most of the students
who gathered did not
know the victims, but still
mourned the loss of those
lives as a college community.

Missing graduate student
found <lead in Blanchard Parle
June 12, 2008
Written by Tara Young,
Jessica Saggio & Amanda
Moore:
Authorities found the
body ofa UCF graduate student who went missing
Tuesday night after police
spent all day Wednesday
searching for her. They suspect foul play.
Nicole Ganguzza, 26,
was reported missing Tuesday at around 7 p.m. and
was found about two miles
from Jay Blanchard Park on
a trail behind the post office
on Econlockhatchee Trail
Authorities suspect foul
play due to the body being
deliberately hidden.

Webster Cook's Eucharist
impeachment and appeal
Clips from August 30,
2008 and October 23, 2008
Written by Jeffrey Riley
& Shaun Bevan:
The SGA Senate voted
on Thursday evening to
remove Webster Cook from
his position as a Senator.
The vote on the charge
of misfeasance was 22-7-1
against Cook. After the vote
was tallied, Cook was officially removed from office.
Cook, along with a
friend, went to a Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass on
June 29. During the Mass,
Cook had an altercation
with various members of
the organization after he
pocketed a Eucharist.
Cook ended up leaving
the
Mass with the
Eucharist. He said he was
holding it until he got an

Football player dies at
workout
Clips from March 18,
2008 and July 20, 2008
Written by Padrick
Brewer:
A UCF football player
died Tuesday morning after
a spring strength and conditioning drill
Ereck Plancher died at
Florida Hospital in East
Orlando after rescue personnel transported him
from the Nicholson Fieldhouse following the practice.
UCF Football player
.i-
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dent Hitt says this vote
would have likely denied
the medical school because
UCF had not yet assembled
a convincing case.
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apology for being grabbed
by his elbows and told he
had to return it. During his
time holding the Eucharist
as collateral, Cook said he
received threats after the
story gained national
attention. A week after taking the Eucharist, he
returned rt without getting
an apology.

...

The UCF Student Judicial Council voted on
Wednesday evening that
Webster Cook's impeachment hearing did not have
proper due process and
remanded the case back to
the student Senate.
Cook was impeached
from the 40th Student Senate in August on the charge
of
misfeasance
and
appealed the decision on
the basis that SGA officials
did not publicly post
notice of interviews with
witness.e s pertaining to the
June 29 incident.

Trustees vote'yes'to
eliminate programs
July 26, 2009
Written by Melissa
Chadbourne:
The Board of Trustees
voted Thursday to eliminate four academic programs and suspend a fifth
in response to statewide
budget cuts.
The university will
eliminate
cardiopulmonary sciences and radiologic sciences in the College of Health and Public
Affairs, engineering technology in the College of
Engineering and' computer
science, and management
information systems in the
College
of
Business
Administration.
Actuarial sciences in
the College of Sciences
will be suspended.
Student Government
Association
President
Brian Peterson and board
member Ida Cook cast the
only dissenting votes.
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UCF takes C-USA
opener at home
over Rice Owls
WILL PERRY
Sports Editor

South Florida fires head
football coach Jim Leavitt

/,

Saturday marked the start of a
new season, and the Knights are 1-0.
UCF guard A.J. Rompza has used
that motto to get the team in the
right mindset for conference play.
Saturday night, the Knights (9-6,
1-0) opened their conference schedule with a 77-58 win over Rice (6-9,
0-2) at home - a game that didn't
quite begin the way the Knights
would have liked, but the team rallied late in the first half to overtake
the Owls, and once they did, they
never looked back.
'We're 1-0 now. It's a new season,"
Rompza said of starting C-USA play.
"We have to come out harder, be
together more and give each other
positive feedback when o:µe of us
makes a mistake:I think for our first
game that really helped, and that's
how we have to go about it in this
'second season'."
The Knights had some trouble
g~tting things going after several
bad possessions and turnovers in
the beginning stages of the game.
Rice, on the other hand, was able to
run out to an early 19-10 lead midway
through the first half.
But once the Owls got that lead, a
UCF timeout and a pep-talk got the
Knights refocused and took Rice's
lead away as quickly as they got it.
"I think we responded pretty well
to that," Rompza said. "The game
changed, but we shouldn't have to
call a timeout for [coach Speraw] to
yell at us for us to start playing harder or to get more stops. We have to
have that in us, and in order for us to
be good we have to put that upon
ourselves."
After the timeout, the Knights

TAMPA - South Florida fired
football coach Jim Leavitt after a school
investigation concluded he grabbed
one of his players by the throat, slapped
him in the face and then lied about it.
Aletter hand delivered to the coach
and released along with a report on the
three-week probe said the university's
findings were based on "independently
corroborated statements of persons
found to be in the best position to
observe your conduct'.'
"Coach Leavitt committed a serious
violation of our standards of conduct
regarding treatment of students;'
university president Judy Genshaft said
Friday, adding a national search for a
replacement will be begin immediately.
Reached by telephone, the only
coach in the program's 13-year history
told The Associated Press he was
"disappointed"and the allegation was
"absolutely false'.'
Leavitt told investigators he has
never struck a player and that he was
trying to lift the spirits ofa player who
was"down" when he grabbed the
player's shoulder pads during halftime
of a g~me against Louisville on Nov. 21.
But the letter athletic director Doug
Woolard presented to Leavitt during a
meeting with Genshaft stated informed
the coach "your description of your
conduct toward the student athlete in
question was consistently
uncorroborated by credible witnesses'.'
The school also concluded Leavitt
interfered with the investigation by
having "direct contact with material
witnesses ... at atime you knew or
should have known was critical to the
review process:'
Leavitt, who was 95-57, just
completed the second season of a
seven-year, $12.6 million contract.
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Freshman Keith Clanton scored acareer-high 17
points and added six boards in the Knights 77-58
victory over Rice on Saturday at the UCF Arena.

Texas Tech hires former
Auburn coach Tuberville
LUBBOCK, Texas - Tommy
Tuberville will inherit a proven spread
offense when he returns to the
sidelines next season as Texas Tech's
new coach.
After a year away, Tuberville is taking
over the reins of the Red Raiders. He
replaces Mike Leach, who was fired last
month amid allegations he mistreated
a player who suffered a concussion.
The school announced the hiring in a
release Saturday.
Tuberville, who abandoned his
attempt at implementing the spread
offense halfway through his final
season at Auburn in 2008, will lead an
offense that routinely sends numerous
receivers downfield and consistently
put up gaudy numbers in the past 10
seasons.
Tuberville stepped down at Auburn
in December 2008, ending a 10-year
tenure that included a perfect season
and a string of teams that contended
for Southeastern Conference
championships.
The 55-year-old Tuberville was 85-40
at Auburn, including a 13-0 season in
2004 when the Tigers finished No. 2,
won the SEC title for the first time in 15
years and Tuberville was named AP
Coach of the Year.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

! BCS solution: Divide up

the 120-team Division I

BCS solution: Say hello to
a playof( goodbye to polls

Let me add a preface to this
column by saying that, to start
with, I like the way the college
football Bowl Championship
Series system works right now.
I especi.allylike having a dump
truck worth of bowl games to
watch before the national
championship.
I enjoy spending the month of
December in a sort ofholy meditation, sitting on the holy worshiping
couch and eating the holy Chex
Mix feast as I can watch what
averages out to be about a game
per day.
The thought of not having the
potential awesome extra bowls to
keep me warm in my heart especially the ones that end in lastsecond surprise endings like this
year's thrilling Roady's Humanitarian Bowl featuring Idaho and

As we usher in a new decade
of college football in 2010 and
wave goodbye to the likes of Tim
Tebow, Bobby Bowden and
USC's chances of reaching
dynasty status once again, it's
time to make a change.
Let's say goodbye to the computers.
Time to break out the brackets and call it oh, I don't know,
Wmter Madness (I get copyright
on that one ifit becomes official).
It's time for a playoff system in
college football, and I've got a
solution for all this Bowl
Championship Series bull
The current BCS contract
goes through the 2010 bowl season, which means change is
imminent. It's time to move away
from the politics with having the
big-name schools in the title

ALL

JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief
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Bowling Green - brings a tear of
sadness to my soul
It's really enjoyable to watch
PLEASE SEE
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RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

game by giving those littleschools-that-could a chance for
glory.
Now, I know there are cynics
out there who say that the current BCS system makes every
college football game a "must
PLEASE SEE
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Reason for Knights slow start: 'Inconsistency'
ANDREW KENNEDY
Staff Writer

Before
the
UCF
women's basketball team
won the conference tournament, they began last
season with a 2-11 record.
Tiris year, the team finds
itself in a similar position as
the reigning ConferenceUSA champs hold a 3-7
record.
"It's
inconsistency.
That's the reason [for the
slow start]," head coach Joi
Williams said. "We either
start strong, or we finish
strong. We have to do both."
"We just have to be
more consistent on both
ends of the floor."
At the same time, UCFs
non-conference schedule
isn't loaded with cupcakes
either.
Of UCF's seven losses,
three were at the hands of a
ranked opponent (Middle
Tennessee State, Florida
State and Notre Dame)
with two others coming to
formidable opponents in
Washington and Alabama.
"The experience we
gained [from playing tough
opponents] is invaluable,"
Williams said. "The thing
about that is you get that
experience, but you've got
to put it to use. That's why
we were disappointed
[Friday] night because we
have played a tough
o;chedule, and we've seen
just about everything you
can see, and we've not used
that to our advantage once

we started conference play."
The Knights lost to
Marshall, 74-60, to kickoff
their conference schedule
Friday night It was a team
that
Williams
really
thought was one the
Knights could beat
"I was disappointed,"
Williams said. ''I really
didn't expect that because
we had a couple good days
of practice, and I really
thought like we were
focused and ready, and we
came out and did not
execute qffensively."
Preseason C-USA Player of the Year, Emma Cannon, saw just 13 minutes of
action before fouling out in
the game. Cannon, who is
averaging 133 points and 9.5
rebounds
per
game,
managed just seven points
and two rebounds against
the Thundering Herd.
The
Knights
also
struggled to defend while
Marshall jumped out to an
early 36-20 at the half.
Marshall shot 56.6 percent
from the field for the game
while UCF posted a mark
of34.4.
A poor shooting night
wasn't what bothered
Williams though. It was the
turnovers and not converting on opportunities in the
paint that really bothered
her.
'We have to do a better
job of taking care of the ball
and not turning it over,"
Williams said. 'We have to
improve in that area
quickly. We also have to

convert points in the paint"
"We're getting some
easy looks and we're not
finishing them."
Only Marshay White
(17) and Chelsie Wiley (10)
were in double-figures in
scoring for the Knights as
Wtley continued with her
struggles from beyond the
arc this season.
Wtley has connected on
just nine of 40 three-point
attempts this season, good
for 23 percent Last season,
Wiley knocked down 41
percent of her three-point
tries with 73 three-pointers
made.
Wtley took her game to
another level once the
conference season rolled
around last year, averaging
16.6 points per game and
she hopes for the same
fortune this season.
While the season is still
young and the Knights
have played just one conference game so far, they
still have a chance to make
a run the same way they did
a year ago.
"Even though it's a lot of
the same personnel, it's a
new team," Williams said.
"I can't compare them to
last year. Just because we
did it last year doesn't
mean we're going to do it
again.
"But we have the same
opportunity whether we
take advantage of it or not.
Right now we're behind
where we started off
conference last year."
The Knights won nine
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UCF junior Marshay White is second on the team in scoring, averaging 12.6 points per game through 10 games this season.

of their first 11 conference
games last year before
winning the conference

tournament
UCF will get its next
chance to imitate last sea-

son late push when to go on
the road to take on East
Carolina Sunday,
Jan.10.
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Knights use late first half run to overtake Rice ·
FROM

All

found the intensity they
had lacked to start the
game after switching to a
press-style defense. The
Knights forced some
turnovers and bad possession by the Owls and started to hit some shots of
their own.
UCF quickly cut into
Rice's lead and after a
Rompza three-pointer with
4:46 left, the Knights took a
lead of their own and
would never relinquish it.
After it was 19-10, UCF
went on a 23-2 run to end
the half, a stretch that
included 18 straight points
by the Knights, before Rice
knocked down a three with
30 seconds left to make it
33-24 at the half.
The Knights continued
to build on their lead in the
second half, getting up by
as much as 21 points when
the score was 57-36 at the
halfway point and later to
22 with under thirty
seconds to play.
Freshman forward Keith
Clanton led the way for the
Knights with six rebounds
and a career-high 17 points.
His previous high was 14.
Clanton was 7-of-9 from
the floor and even knocked
down two jumpers from
behind the arc.
Clanton said the coaches have urged him to look
for the outside shot
because most teams aren't
looking for him to shoot
from behind the arc.
"I'm real comfortable
with it now," Clanton said.
"I've been shooting a lot the
past couple weeks and really working on my jumper a
lot. I'm getting comfortable
every time I get it."
Rompza chipped in 13
points of his own to go
along with six assists and

BYTHE NUMBERS
5
A.J. Rompza had five steals against
Rice, marking the fifth time this
season he has had at least five
steals in a game.

7
Rice was held scoreless for seven
minutes late in the first half.

18
UCF scored 18 straight points during
a 23-2 run late in the first half

21
The Knights had 21 assists to just
nine turnovers Saturday.

36
Of the Knights 77 points, 36 came

from players coming off the bench.

60
In the second half, the Knights shot
60 percent from the floor and made
7-of-12 three-point attempts.
five steals. It was the fifth
time Rompza has tallied at
least five steals in a game,
and it is something he has
been working on a lot in
practice by making sure he
positions himself properly
in the passing lanes so he
can get those chances.
Freshman guard Marcus
Jordan got his first start as
a Knight and went on to
tally five points and two
steals in 19 minutes.
UCF coach Kirk Speraw
said he thinks Jordan is
starting to hit his stride and
is beginning to adjust to the
college level, after a knee
injury hampered Jordan
before the season started.
Prior to Saturday's game
against Rice, Jordan scored
in double-figures in three

EMREKELLY / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTI/

AJ. Rompza chipped in 13 points to go along with six assists and five steals in a 77-58 win over Rice at home Saturday as the Knights opened conference play.

of his previous five games
but he got himself into foul
trouble early in the second
half and didn't see much
action from then on.
With conference play
underway, the Knights will

host Marshall Wednesday
night at home, a team that
Speraw said is a top-25
quality team and will be a
very tough and dangerous
opponent for UCF.
Even though it took 14

ENTER YOUR TEAM TODAY!!

games, Rompza said he
thinks the team now
understands what it has
to do to win and though
it won't be easy with
some difficult C-USA
games coming up, they
will attempt to build off
getting their first conference win right off the bat.
"The whole season is
based about winning,
but when you get into

3RD ANNUAL IRON KNIGHT COMPETITION
JAN 23, 2010

UNIVERSITY ~
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

- Presented by UCF Army ROTC -

4-person teams *
* Challenge a 4.5-mile *adventure
course around the UCF campus *

* Conquer 9 difference obstacles designed by U.S. Army Special Forces personnel *
For information and team registration, visit www.ucfrotc.com or call the Iron Knight Team at 407•823•6517.

conference, stuff ~t~
to get more serious,
Rompza said. "Defenses
start to tighten up.
Teams know their rot
tions really well by then
and you just have to
come out and execut.e
and be ready to play. ,..':t
"That's what we have
to start doing and continue to do as the conf:f.
ence season goes along. ·

t

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians. ,
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32811-

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

.(

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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Collins leaves UCF staff, Kelly draws interest
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

UCF
linebackers
coach/recruiting coordinator Geoff Collins is
leaving UCF and is
headed down south to
serve as Florida International's defensive coordinator.
The Miami Herald
'\ confirmed the news of
• Collins
leaving
the
Knights coaching staff,
which had been rumored
to happen earlier this
week.
"Geoff did a good job
for UCF, and we wish him
the best ofluck in his new
position," UCF head
coach George O'Leary
said Friday afternoon in a
press release.
Collins coached a linebacking core that led
UCF to the No. 4 rushing
defense in the nation,
allowing just 82.7 yards
per game to opponent
rushing attacks.
Prior to UCF, Collins
spent time at Georgia

Tech
and
Western
Kentucky before serving
as the Director of Player
Personnel at Alabama
prior to his time at Central Florida. He spent the
last two seasons on the
sidelines for the Knights.
Another UCF coach
that was rumored to leave
the Knights is wide
receivers coach David
Kelly. For the time being,
it appears Kelly is staying
put in Orlando. The Associated Press reported last
Wednesday that Arkansas
head coach Bobby Petrino hired Steve Caldwell
and Kris Cinkovich to
coach the defensive line
and wide receivers,
respectively.
The report puts to rest
that UCF WR coach
David Kelly will accept a
job with the Razorbacks,
although there is still
rumors out there that
Tennessee and Kentucky
have expressed interest in
Kelly as an assistant
coach.
Kelly, who has served

as WR coach for UCF for
the past three seasons,
has had interest in
becoming a head coach
one day and has worked
for numerous Bowl
Championship
Series
level programs, including
serving as an assistant at
Georgia Tech, LSU and
Georgia.
Arkansassports360.co
reported
early
m
Wednesday that although
reports rumored that
Kelly was being courted
by the Razorbacks, Petrino
didn't even have
Kelly on his radar for a
coaching position.
Kelly is currently on
the road recruiting and
has not commented on a
contract offer or decision.
According to multiple
sources, UCF players
have also not been
informed of any decision
made nor heard of any
denial from Kelly.
The major impact this
could have on UCF is in
the area of recruiting,
where Kelly has starred

for the Knights, especially
in the South Florida area.
Kelly was heavily involved
in bringing in Miami Central quarterback Jeffrey
Godfrey, who is enrolled
early at UCF this spring,
and his teammates, Joshua
Reese and Jammal McClain.
Kelly has recruited 11 of
UCF's 21 commitments so

players that Kelly has
recruited over the years for
the Knights: In 2010, Qµenton Brown, Jeffrey
Godfrey, Joshua Reese, Jammal
McClain, Jordan McCray,
Justin McCray. In 2009,
Jonathan Davis, Nico Flories, Kemal Isham.el. In
2007, A.J. Guyton and
Khymest Williams.

far.
Kelly has numerous ties
for recruiting in the hot-bed
area of South Florida,
which makes him an attractive piece to any program,
especially a team like
Arkansas or Kentucky that
is trying to tap into the
Florida talent pool.
Here are some of the

Need help with your writing?
You don't need a coupon to afford it.
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In this tough economy, we all have to save money when we can.
Don't be tricked into paying for writing services.
The University Writing Center is free to all UCF students
because it's paid for by your tuition. Do your paper and
your wallet a favor. When you need writing help,
come to the University Writing Center.

ORLANDO
Located in MOD 8-608

Because writers need readers.
http://uwc.ca.h.uc£edu

407-823-2197

COURTESY BRANDON HELWIG

UCF linebackers coach Geoff Collins left the Knights to take over as Florida lntemational's defensive coordinator.

OJJ1ce of 8tuileqt Iq_vo\veiqeqt
Division of Student Development and
Enrollment Services
For ADA accommodatio:p.s, contact OSI
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD (CAB)
The Campus Activities Board is a student-run organization. that
provides diverse programming funded by the Activity and Service Fee.
By utilizing the e:x-pertise of 10 student appointed directors, CAB
ensures that each experience provides an opportunity for networking,
leadership and development, lasting friendships and in·eplaceable
memories. Visit \\"Ww.cab.ucf.edu for more information.
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE (F&SL)
The Fraternity and Sorority Life office is committed to providing the
best possible fraternity and sorority experience for both students and
the university community. This office fosters and promotes the
development of national fraternities and sororities by providing advice,
services, and programs to ensure all members engage in high-quality
undergraduate fraternal experiences that reinforce the organization's
founding principles: scholarship, community service, campus
involvement, and sisterhood/brotherhood. It encompasses
developmental programming for individuals, chapters, chapter alumni
boards, house corporation officers, and collegiate governing boards; i.e.,
Diversified Greek Council (DGC), Greek Council, Panhellenic Council,
Interfrater,nity Council (IFC), and the National Pan-Hellenic
Council (NPHC).

Life is a highway; enjoy the ride!
HOMECOMING
Homecoming is a once a yeat, fun-filled, fast-paced week of sports, free entertainment,
and tons of giveaways. A year is spent planning each day of Homecoming so that no detail
is overlooked. Sports events, co1nedians, an outdoor movie, concerts, Skit Knight, a
parade through campus, and the one-of-a-kind pep rally in the Reflecting Pond, Spirit
Splash, will leave you dizzy and exhalll'!ted from so much excitement. Visit
www.udhc.com for more information.
KNIGHTCAST
Knightcast (WKNT) is UCF's student-run radio station. Broadcasting at
www.knightcast.org, Knightcast gives students the opportunity to express themselves
creatively by providing a venue for all types of programming - music, sports, politics,
talk, etc. No prior experience is required! Knightcast is looking for students just like you
to be DJs, promotional staff, technical support, or assist with design and development.
Visit om· website to learn more about getting involved or just to listen to some great
student programming.
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUNDTABLE (KoRT)
Knights of the RoundTable (KoRT) sei.'Ves as a resource for student organizations through
advisement, education, and promotion. KoRT hosts workshops that organization
representatives attend in order to learn about leadership topics and share upcoming
event information. Every semester, .KoRT hosts an organizational fair (Opening Knight or
Club Showcase), where students have the opportunity to meet representatives from over
150 of the 420 student organizations. Visit www.KoRT.GetinvolvedUCF.com for
more information.
LATE KNIGHTS
Late Knights is a free event held once a month from 9pm - 2am. You can find free food, a
wealth of activities, entertainment, prizes, and giveaways. Every Late Knights has a
unique theme that gives you a chance to experience some new activities, as well as some
old favorites. Hear a comedian, sing karaoke, have your face painted, learn to juggle, or
do any number of similar activities, all in one night! Stay on campus for the best
nighttime entertainment around. Visit www.ucflateknights.com for more information.
MULTICULTURAL STUDENT CENTER (MSC)
This is an exciting new year for the MSC and we would like you to be a part of it. The
MSC creates cultural and diverse events throughout the year and provides advanced
support to various cultural initiatives. Through programming and outreach, the MSC
encourages Knights to educate, unite, socialize, and share information affecting our
cultures and lives. This is not only an opportunity for you to learn and grow as an
individual, but t;he MSC affords you the opportunity to educate others all while having
fun. Visit www.msc.getinvolveducf.com for more information.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SGA)
The Student Government Association (SGA) represents the student voice around campus
and within the community and state through its three branches: executive, legislative,
and judicial. SGA allocates over fourteen million dollars from the Activity and Service
Fee and serves students' needs through services, agencies, and projects. Some of the
services provided include the Safe Ride Program, computer labs, student scholarships,
free scantrons, UCF Ticket Center, and a wide range of events, such as Universal
Knights! Visit www.sga.ucf.edu for more information.

•

Student Union, Room 208
P.O. Box 163245
Phone: (407) 823-6471
Fax: (407) 823-5899
Email: osi@maiLucf.edu
Website: WWW .getinvolveducf.com

VOLUNTEER UCF (VUCF)
Volunteer UCF (VUCF) is dedicated to promoting community service and education on
various social issues to the University of Central Florida campus, through a variety of
programs, committees, and ongoing projects. Through volunteerism, students gain
valuable knowledge and experience, have a great time, and meet new friends--all while
benefitting the community. Visit www.volunteerucf.com or just stop by the Office of
Student Involvement for more information.

In trouble? Need to consult with an attorne ·? SGA has got you
covered with Student Legal Services. Check it out at Ferrell
Commons,_ 55 or log onto www.stul(>gal.sdes.ucf.edu/
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Two divisions equal real championship game
FROM All

the coaches and players from
a school like Idaho, a five-loss
team ranked fourth in the
Western Athletic Conference, have the chance at a
season-ending victory. To the
Vandals, there was no better
feeling in the world than
lifting whatever trophy it is
they give out in Boise -who
knows, a potato-based trophy
maybe.
That said, I understand
people's qualms with the system as it stands. It's hard to
look at Alabama and Boise
and not think that they
should now play each other
to find out who is really the

best
I think I have a way to
make that happen

My theory on why the system as it stands is so
unwieldy is the fact there are
120 teams spread out across 11
conferences - and a few scattered independent schools.
Ifyou were to make a season-ending tournament, how
do you pick who is allowed
into the tourney?
If you take the champions
of the different conferences,
you are faced with a problem
of possibly having to take a
multiple-loss conference
winner over a single-loss
team who finished second in
another conference.
Hey, that doesn't seem

fair.
Oh, look, it's the same
problem people have with
the BCS system right now.
Instead of a time-consum-

ing tournament, why not do
this:

Let's split the divisions
once again
I know it seems like we
have a lot of divisions, but
we're not actually adding any
teams, just making another
division to break up the topheavy 120-team Division 1
monster.
In one division we could
put the current BCS conferences, and in the second, we
could put the ones who don't
have an automatic qualification into the big bowls: Conference USA. Sunbelt, WAC,
MAC, Mountain West and
any of the independent
schools who want to join
Both divisions could have
a BCS-type bowl system at
the end of the season

Amongst those games, have areal "National chamthere could be non-BCS pion"
Yeah, I know, most of
bowls so the corporate
sponsors, fans who enjoy the ti.me the team from the
traveling and local areas current BCS group would
who are supported by said win
traveling fans get their time
But most people's idea
to shine.
of a tournament would
At the end, you take the place the likes of Troy or
No. 1 school from each of East Carolina against
the two divisions and they Alabama or Oregon in the
could play each other to first round, so creating the

a

potential for lopsided
games is going to exist
anyway.

It's not a perfect fix. And
maybe rm being selfish for ;,
wanting so much college
football to watch in
December.

But hey, under my proposed system, we get to see
an undefeated Alabama
and Boise throw down

•

ROSS D. FRANKLIN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Boise State Broncos went 14--0 in 2009 and felt they deserved a spot in the national championship game.
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The YMCA is pouring everything we've got fnto helping UCF
students live a healthier life: support, motivation, wellness
coaches and family programs. Stand up and start moving.
It's time to put yourself first.
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Each conference should get a shot at the title
FROM

All

weaker conference.
A 14-0 Boise State
win", but just hold off and should have a shot at
hear me out for a second. Alabama.
The way national
Here's my BCS soluchampions are crowned tion:
in this era of BCS college
I propose a 16-team
football is unfair, flawed seeding system. The top
and even comical. I know team from each of the 11
I may be dating myself conferences gets a bid
here, but for there to be a into the tournament and
tie for the national cham- then there would be five
piom;hip (i.e. LSU and at-large bids, which
USC back in 2003) under would be the top five
this system is absurd.
ranked teams that didn't
Although I agree that win the conference chamthe talent level in the SEC pionship (i.e. this year's
and ACC as compared to Florida, Penn State, etc.).
the Mountain West and Get rid of the independthe MAC in much higher, ent conference and force
teams shouldn't be penal- Notre Dame, Army and
ized for playing in a Navy to join a conference.

The seedings are based
off the AP rankings using
overall record and conference record, which would
decide who is ranked No.
1 through No. 16.
Next, you shorten the
regular season. Play 10
games, with two of those
being out-of-conference
games, just to save certain
in-state rivalries like Florida vs. Florida State and
Georgia vs. Georgia Tech.
Next, you pit the top two
teams from each conference against each other in
a championship game to
be guaranteed a seat in
the tournament. Your
overall top seed gets
home-field
advantage

until the National Championship, which will be rotated yearly among the Rose
Bowl, Sugar Bowl, Orange
Bowl and Fiesta Bowl to
honor the bowls and make
the advertisers happy.
The regular season
becomes exciting, with
every game
counting
towards your tournament
chances. Finals scheduling
doesn't really become an

issue with players because
football doesn't cause you
missing as much school as
basketball or baseball
would. Bowl season would
still exist, with the teams
not making the tournament
playing in bowls like the
Chick-fil-A bowl
and
GMAC, which doesn't have
much appeal anyway in this
modem-day system.
With this playoff, Boise

State and TCU would get
their shot, cinderella teams
would actually exist in
college
footall
and
computers wouldn't decide
who is crowned the national champion.
Maybe UCF would one
day have a chance.
At least in this system
they would have a shot.
I've got my brackets
ready.

w-as matched
by the state

giving deser\ring
students a chance

t /1!
MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Alabama coach Nick Saban was the head coach of the LSU Tigers when they shared the national title with USC in 2003.
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OUR STANCE

Stop and sniell the

roses on this lawn
T

he old adage "the grass
is always greener on the
other side" is so popular because it resonates with
anyone, regardless of age, gender or nationality. As a college
student you can find yourself
daydreaming about the greener side, wondering about
brighter schools, better football teams, and adequately
staffed financial aid offices that
don't require hour-long waits.
We have news though that
could squash your envyUCF isn't that bad
Each year, the financial
magazine Kiplinger puts out a
list of the top 100 schools that
it says provides the best value
for students. Best value,
according to Kiplinger, is
regarded by the schools that
have strong academics but
don't cause massive debt
In 2009 UCF was on
Kiplinger's list, and in 2010,
they moved up six spots to
secure the 36th spot
Kiplinger is not the only
media outlet to draw positive
attention to UCF either. In
2009, U.S. News & World
Report included UCF in its
"Great Schools, Great Prices"
list. UCF was ranked in the
category of top 20 national
universities that provide the
least amount of debt for graduates. The Report also included

UCF as one of the top five
"U1rand-COming Schools."
UCFs place on the latter is
a good explanation for some of
the envy you could feel toward
students at more established
schools. Some things simply
come with time. But the recognition UCF is receiving is well

deserved
UCF is not perfect But we
trust that when a top financial
magazine assembles a list like
this that they are confident the
school is providing a decent
education.
We know a lot of students
barely skim the relentless emails they receive from UCF
in their Knights account We,
too, have wished for days without constant e-mail updates on
the traffic situation outside the
Arena But if you take a
moment to read through just
one ofthose messages you'll
see how hard your school is
trying to help yon
With unemployment at 10
percent, finding a job, especially in your field, can be a terrifying thought At least your
school is attempting to help
you find one: A mass e-mail
this week included information for an assistant instructional designer job that included working with the full-time
instructional design staffto
support online faculty at UCF.

beforefo
U

niversities exist to provide an education for
students. It is comforting to see UCF working diligently to aid in the lives of students outside ofthe classroom,
but it is coming close to crossing the line. UCF is supporting
a proposal that will make
health insurance mandatory
for all new, full-time students
at Florida universities.
We do not support denying education to students
without health insurance for
several reasons.
Health insurance in the
United States is a mess right
now. Your elected officials are
debating how to provide more
affordable and reliable options
for everyone. UCF needs to let
them fix the health care system before forcing it upon students. It would waste a lot of
money and time ifUCF staff
implemented new procedures
then were forced to abandon
them only a few months latei:
While waiting for the
inevitable changes, UCF
should provide, at the very
least, an understandable
option for students who are no
longer on their parents' insurance plans. As it stands now;

ON UCFNEWS.COM
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started to drain money from
the bank accounts of college
students as the tuition
increased
The notion that students
should just work harder to pay
for the cost of health care is
problematic, too. To be a successful student you must dedicate several hours a week to
attending class and studying,
participating clubs and organizations and working at internships. All of these tasks leave
little time for work that provides enough income to pay
for health insurance.
Ifyou were to attempt to
work more you would either
need to be a less successful
student by eliminating some of
your important tasks or eventually get burnt out and sick
from packing your schedule
beyond what is reasonable.
You could take out a student
loan, starting or increasing
your debt in order to fund the
health insurance you did not
have prior to the proposed
mandate.
UCF needs to be patient
while the politicians play with
the policies. It does not need
to alienate its student body
based on health insurance.

NATE BEELER / THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

Universal's coaster
can't get offthe tracks
Back in 2005, when I
often than not. Any person who bought an
was an airheaded highannual pass in anticipaschool student searching for a college or
tion for the opening of
university I could call
this coaster should conmy own, it didn't take
sider himself a victim of
me long to set my focus
Universal's ineptitude.
on applying and being
I am sorry to say that
admitted to the UniverI happen to be one of
sity of Central Florida.
those victims. Since the
Though the universiday I purchased that
BEN BADIO
ty's pros and cons were
Contributing Writer
annual pass, I've never
the biggest bullet points
seen the ride open for
on my list, I cannot deny that
more than half the day. I visited
Orlando's wealth of roller coaster
the park three times before actualthrills had a profound effect on my ly getting a chance to ride the infadecision to become a Golden
mous attraction, and when I finally
Knight.
did, I had to wait about two hours
to hop on.
Well, it's 2010 now and much
has changed. Now, regarding
The entire time I was wondermyself simply as a "Knight," I've
ing to myself, ''Are they running all
had the pleasure of watching my
six trains right now?"
already decent institution steadily
Turns out they were only runimprove academically, structurally ning two. Turns out, they pretty
and even athletically. Unfortunate- much always run only two.
ly for me, the citizens of Orlando
Two hours, two stories of stairs t\
and the tourists who come here
and about 100 tourists later, I finalfrom across the globe, things are
ly managed to board the ride.
only getting worse for our local
Upon sitting down and bucktheme park industry.
ling up I was given approximately
But really, I'm only perturbed
zero minutes to rush through my
by one of the area's three major
limited song selection and choose
groups of parks. Disney's parks,
a track to zoom to; I went with
though outrageously expensive,
Daft Punk's "Harder Better Faster
provide the closest thing I can get
Stronger," and I can't see why anyto actually living in a dream world. one would pick anything else, but
Sea World's newest coaster,
that's my opinion.
Manta, is so unconscionably
So I get to the point of the
thrilling I can't sleep on my stomcoaster where I'm on the vertical
ach at night without screaming
lift, and I start looking around at
into my pillow.
the other people on the train, wonNo, it's not these parks at the
dering whether or not my music
root of my anger.
was supposed to be playing, hoping that it wasn't malfunctioning.
My beef lies with Universal
Adventure Parks, specifically UniA few minutes later I stomped
away from the coaster, enraged
versal Studios and the massive
musical pimple on the visage of
about being Daft Punked by the
Orlando they like to call the Holly- malfunctioning train and expectwood Rip Ride Rockit roller coast- ing to at least be able to view my
personal ride video, only to find a
er.
The woeful story of Rip Ride
kiosk flashing the words, "Video
Rockit begins with the announceNot Available at This Time."
This is usually the part of my
ment of its construction nearly
two years ago. Back in 2008, Unicolumn where I say a few good
versal made more empty promises things about whatever topic I happen to be ranting about, just so
than a presidential candidate.
We were promised a groundthat later on within the paragraph
I can smash all of those opposing
breaking coaster that would allow
points to pieces.
you to pick from a wide selection
Unfortunately I won't be doing
of music to jam to during our
that this time, seeing as how I have
thrilling journey.
We were promised we'd be able absolutely nothing positive to say
about that 167-foot-tall piece of junk f~
to purchase and share videos docUniversal calls a roller coaster.
umenting how our silly, g-forced
faces looked during the entirety of
So if you're looking for yet
another reason to hate the Hollyf
the ride.
wood Rip Ride Rockit as much as I )
We were promised a coaster
do, you should know that the disthat would be able to run six cars
mal quality of my experience on
at a time, meaning shorter lines
the ride has had a detrimental
and shorter waits.
effect on my writing style.
What we got was a coaster that
In fact, as of this sentence, this
opened nearly four months after
its promised opening date, a coast- article is officially closed for
repairs.
er that seems to be closed more

.;

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING
knightfan, thanks for epitomizing everything that is wrong
with college athletics. If all you
want to do is win at all costs, go
root for the team 90 miles on I4. You'll fit right in. I want to
win, too, but I'm not willing to
- .KNIGHTFAN
sell our soul to do it.

in a BCS bowl), however that
does not preclude UCF from
being selected to play in one of
those bowls (or the national
championship game) on an atTo be honest, no hardcore
large
basis. Though far-fetched,
sports fan really cares that we
- KNIGHTFAN
there
are scenarios in which
are breaking ground in the field
UCF could play for a national
of academia, most fans want to
see the team win national cham-KNIGHTSHln championship from within
We can't win a national
CUSA.
pionships, not science competichampionship.._ we aren't BCS....
That being said, I think the
tions. I'd take a 4 star 2.0 GPA
Jamal,
your
comment
is
maybe someone should have
intent
behind Godfrey's quote
struggling student who gets
inaccurate. UCF is part of the
mentioned that to the players
is
under
the assumption that
'
There
won't
be
any
greatness
Football Bowl Subdivision,
through school with C's over a 2
during recruiting.
UCF
will
be part of a BCS AQ
coming out of George O'Leary,
star 4.0 GPA football player
which uses the BCS to deter-JAMAL
conference
by the time he
only
years
of
misery.
Promote
Rhodes Scholar. I want results
mine the participants in the
graduates. Many people believe
Coach Kelly whose done a
on the field, i could care less
national championship game.
We will be in a BCS conferwhat they do in class. I mean all tremendous job with recruiting
UCF does not belong to a BCS as such, but that is yet to be
ence
before
Godfrey
graduates.
seen.
and
get
rid
of
Drunk
O'Leary.
AQconference (a conference
these kids are getting a scholar- SAM with an automatic bid to play
Nobody can stand him, Come
- OMNIKNIGKT
ship, a 2.0 works, let them do

Athlete grad rates
top other schools

•

students are easily frustrated
with the daunting task of
applying for the health care
option the university provides.
It is confusing and time-consuming.
The theory that UCF is
pushing- that the success of
students is threatened ifthey
do not have health insurance
- is naive. Having insurance
does not change the fact that a
student might not be healthy
enough to perform well in an
academic environment It
could help with health-related
expenses cheaper, but insurance does not eliminate illness.
The health insurance options
available are not even that
affordable for students.
In case anyone forgot about
the starving student cliche, we
will gladly remind you that it is
alive and true. Last year the
Bright Futures scholarship
program implemented policy
changes that reduced the
amount of money offered to
students. Opposed to being a
percentage of the student's
tuition, which was the original
promise, the scholarship now
pays a set amount per credit
hour.
This change alone has

Another noteworthy aspect
of this e-mail is that the school
is spending more money on
helping their online faculty.
This is crucial since not all
Web courses are currently created equally, which can easily
lead to a poor online experience if designed poorly.
Once you take a moment to
read those annoying e-mails,
you will realize that UCF is
attempting to provide you
every opportunity they can.
UCF offers a weekly Weight
Watchers meeting for students
attempting to lose weight or
exercise more. It offers
seminars on a vast range of
topics in an attempt to better
prepare you for the staggering
unemployment rate and
depressingly competitive job
market
And UCF is earning its title
as one of the top u1rand-coming schools because of all this.
Sure, we might not have a
great football team, and yes,
you will have to wait in line for
more than an hour to speak
with a financial aid adviser.
Start the new semester off
right by reading at least one of
those bothersome e-mails and
appreciate the school's
attempts to better both you
and your education.
After all. the grass is already
pretty green on our side.

whatever, and if their GPA dips
below 2.0 then punish them, but
for now; get the championships
on the field, then worry about
academics second

UCF football on the
verge of greatness

"

on Tribble, DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT. We all know the
only reason O'Leary did well
was because Hodges was able to
produce and Calabrese wasn't
able to choke.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

~'

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 am. -5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CNM.PN,RN ilv.uk i7 a Spera

Meci:al 1-bre for1re
~ Disa)ed. FT &

PTp:l91Dlsavalctllei71re
Ch.tda.Olisrnasaea Fax
res.me i) 407-wl-9458.

1 Stop Florida Excitement

Ean $5,CXXll We ae ~
Ja:ks:Jrlvleflm
~ CXJrTTiited eoo d:nJr.
Meci:al fees pct! ~
inlErestBd, emal res.me and
j'.tl:Jilto:
~@gnai.CXJITl (FBN
799955)
BA.R'TB',jQERS WANTED.
$'maday~.No

Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation

Expai6rce ~ Trcri"g

Provi:led. NJiJ 18 + ()1(80000&
65alx 107.

Seei<i'g~for4ro.r
~ reseath eiqJelinent
Ean $40~alui<s i7 a
mf1laJy tranrg vdeo gcme.
For rrae mma1ion exto sg, LP

/

Clti::ae for 11 y.o. ooy. Wed &
nus avert-gs (oo::asi:lnal
CJIIE!lltj1ts.) MJst have car &
re!ae-ces. Jm407-748-3717

8eaJ1ilu oomme for rer1! 3
be&2.5balh i7 WrterSptgs'
BcrdayReselve. $1,300.
Con1oct Kat 407-766,3829
~ 212. ba next 1D UCF. AvaJ

Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity

1/1 $850mo + lJi & dep ex
$8Xltro + yaro 'lol'.l!k + uti & dep.
1 cargerg wkJ yad.
(407) 365-2471

,Swim
,Sail
•Kayak
•Archery
•Rocks
•Ropes

UCFArea 1DWNHOMES Tie
fts, a-gs fa1s,al aprces, r,;,sv
per!(, 2:)2.fu,1 year lease
$8Xltro fist rrotSeC dep. 32153&5430~
@gnai.CXJITl
t.x::F-Asttgor,P!ll<SQ
i-,;rg,tirirg room, eat i7 kilrhen
Al
r d . ~. lerced i7
yad. $1100 Cal 772-2ffi.9450

w.

,Art

Rent as is. 3Q/.1 House. W/D,
bock p:irch @ Bda"d Dr. di

,Pottery
,Office
•Photo
,Soccer
,Dance

Alafaya2 nisto t.x::F $1CXX>Aval
Rt>. Errg C1M1 fm7ly or

rocmmae. Clep:stqma.
Con1a:i R a y ~

TOMlhouse for Rent!
t.x::F aea 3.25 w/ rew
~ p:irch, reMjcapeild
a n d ~. 'M1h WcEhlr.tt,e:
Qiy $1200! Cal 40747,3.8985

1-800-997-4347

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

www.tripplakecamp.com

www.semesterbreakwork.com

TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:

QEAN rooomie nea:la:l, house.
~ rronltiy,dro pe1s.
~ chedt Bryan 407-92S6598 l:r.n<.599@yaroo.CXJIT1

407-834-8971
www.peabodyvacations.com

June.to.August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line

1 room avalctJle i7 a beaAilu SQ
house i7 Waleml Lakes.
Rmies aiy. $00) a monlh.
Cal Janet (305) ~
1 for
rrae in!o.

r.============================== ==;

SUMMER JOB

ThB CllllP 1'11111 from JUINI 14th-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-4287.

Roorrmales1o s'm! house necr
t.x::F. 2 roons~. $400tro
irdds ~ WmkJec
shaed. agarreai@cll.rr.com

Pioo!ns u rent i7 414 becrooo1
h:Jme. $475t per room Uli. &
Yad Ind. ln:Miial Leases OR
$1625 for h:Jme. 2 rms 1o UCF.
Mln1h 1o monlh avai.
407-760-0768 Ens.'.xroso@h:Jlmai
www.ForRentNeaUCF.CXJ1T1
1 Rm for rent necr t.x::F-Wale!t:xd
Esales. lrmmale cxn.prcy.
$500+. 113 lJi. rd W/D, VNe1ess
c:lsl, cable & fu1ished Con1a:i
Ky1e 954-914-2139 ex
754-246-2410

2 Ams avai. in 51.3.5 1-bJse $550.m:n Uti. !rd Lage yad. No
Pas. RmiesQiy. ~ UCF.
Call 407-5748ro!

T~ForRent2BdQ5Ba~
masters, a l ~ rd.ded. 1/2
ni. from t.x::F, W/D.A\lfj i'b.v.

$54&Monlh ' Room in 2S'2B

$750m:>. Cal 407.;3106583
Lage 1/1 cxn:b for lease i7
WnlefSptgs. Freestnrg
mv. lritw/large~. Errosa:l
fan. ITTl ard kx:krole ~ .
bt:g. Off stale rd. 434. Mil. from

(Female Only): W,0,utilities
included ,Jill paid,will pay
Feb 111d tmnsrerfee.Lmse
ends 7131. Contact : 407-49&n49 ,'lilaeln 1BS1i@gmall.ccrn

t.x::Fard17. e 2 ~. Cal
407-682-6416 ex 407436-2552

Femaleroorrmates~-·

summer Jobs
82400• Co-Ed camp • Bght weeks
Room 11111 Board Included Get Paid to
' Playl The Rorlda Ells Youth camp (FEYC)
needs male and lemale S1111111er Camp
Counselors ages 18 and ... FEYC Is an
overnight CBQ located off DI
•way 450 in llmalilla, R..

R<Xm for rent i7 Q.ite & dean SQ
StJre,trook east 1 ~ 1t rnme
w/fenced yad i7 sale gala:l
CXllTlmlllly. $5'.X)kro+ Iii, hi;j1
speed i7temet & ciglal caje.
Cbse 10 t.x::FNCC. Call Vai1a
407-489-1Z70 ~@yaroo.CXJITl

1/1 STUDIOAPT. $575
INCLUDES PRIVATE GARAGE!
,:ml,1Erris, g'yTTl, pg;jrg 1rai
Qiy $575 ex $36() furrisha:l

,-=+-5i
1- 3
13 4
5 1 i6
9
4
- . 8
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-,,·- - +-2
8

9

6

FOO~!

$500.00 ircWes atT-/ ard al bis.
No extra crnsges v.halsoever. 3
oh:r ~ iwthere roN rargrg
i7 ~ from 21-24. lin just kxll<rg
1o fil an et'TlXYroom for at lea&

severa rronths.111e house is rg11
ooAlafaya and l's a 4 ITiw ri:le
b ca11XJS.Emal me at
skey99@tarµbay.rr.CXJIT1 ex cial
407-616-1628 W~ ae
naesled. My name is StevEn

Room aval for clea'1, qliet 111d
resp. senior or !J1D181e student
In innacuale~ home near UCF.
"-iy~lncl. lawn and
jacuzzi cae.. $400'rno. + 11.3 uti.
Aval. asap. Call 407-709-Sllll.

su ldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in t he grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard /eve/

1
1

17

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Feds concerned
with bogus bills
5 Drug bust finds
10 Highest point
14 Uke collectible
coins
15 Sky color
16 Whea~ corn or
rice cereal
17 Several
18 _ plume: pen
name
19 Whacks with an

ax

20 Piece of Peter
Piper's peck
23 Backyard
hangout
24 Whiskey grain
25 Fled the scene
28 Andrea_: illfated ship
32 What sips and
nips do
34 +, on a batt
37 School project
medium in large
rolls
40 Italian wine city
42 Minister's
residence
43 Heed
44 Killjoy
47 Dreyer's partner
in ice cream
48 Colortul quartz
49Comedian
Wanda
51 Stitch
52 Illuminated
55 Basil-and-pinenuts sauce
59 Cinema counter
fixture
64 _ job: trickery
66 Transfusion fluid
67 The sound of
music
68 Handbasket
rider's
destination?
69 Brainy group
70 This, in Tijuana
71 Slippery fish
72 Collar stiffeners
73 Dick Tracy's love

DOWN
1 "The Sound of
Music" family
name
2 Sicilian secret
society

~~=~,:.

By John Lampkin

arrival
5"Citizen_"
6 Former reptilian
logo brand
7 Sugar cube
8 • in the court!"

90ozy

1OAspirin target
11 Fruity dessert
12 Bit of cat chitchat
13 George Strait's
"All My _ Liva in
Texas"
21 Feature of a tied

shoelace
22 Cop's collar
26 Change, as a law
27 Totally unhip
29 Frolic
30 World Gott Hail of
Farner Aoki
31 Periodic table
fiQs.
33 Cheese go-with
34 Dads
35 Missouri River
tributary
36 lnlormal opinion
sampling
38 Lay eyes on
39 Really stink
41 Addams family

cousin

-
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W4ff', D30", H46" tDlal H65.5''
Cal Cage, play stlnl, toys
pus misc. ilems. REDUCED
PRICE$1,000.00, 080. For
111019delails, sei1o1Js inquires
only please; call J.J. at407-

3 Rooms of Furn.re $1499,
rd.xles Sofa. 1oveseat. 2 end

619-7769

t!des, 1 cxx;ktal ta:Jle, 2 laTps,

PETS MO PEOPLE BY M&P
OJsbriza)eQgls+Pa:esrories
!lil&desigl~~~way
www~ . C X J I T l

Dessfr, Miror, ~

'

HeatxJad. ful size rnatlre$lx>x
frame, ta:Jle, 4 chars.
Twil size mattress.tox from $39
eaji~

larfl:'6.........$49
Bcrs10ols.....$29
Bui< Beds.....$169
a ,esL.....$79
Cash, E-ZTenns, roost rr.j)r
arotcards~
Desg, Furn.re~
6525 E. Coknal Dr. Qla'rlJ Fl
32007 fvoo.Fri 10-7 Sal 106
Slll 12.£ 407-704-5695

1-uJe Sale! St Step-.en ~
OudlArrual FleaMaket!
Wek:xlme al ~
h..nes1o
1re tigJest and test INDOOR
Flea Market!.Ariocµas, atv.ork.
jeY,cly, ckti-g, ela::trcri::s,
txx:>ks, ~ items, tuys, uritLre
and rrae! Jan 29JO 7am"5J:m,
Jan3110m1-1pm. 575 Tusk8Nia
Rd, VllirEr Sptgs.
PH 407.£99-568:3
Mallress set QUEEN $165 ex
FULL $145 New, s1i i7 µasoc,
waia1ly. Can deiller.
Cal 407-184-1182
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Last issue solved
45 Canine cry
46 Result of an auto
loan default,
briefly
SO Trio plus
four
53 Missiles in silos,
tor short
54 "Vacancy"
56 Reckon, in the
boonies
57 Revival
structures

lm!IDTRAVEL

300

350

1/1 1/1 0

.

'I/ l 9-11 3
, 0- 3 N
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I II 'If
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58 Creme-filled
cookies
60 Avian symbols of
wisdom
61 Author Jaffe
62 Overly inquisitive
63 Palmtop
computers: Abbr.
64 "Steady as_

goes"
658orn, in
marriage
announcements

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Free rent for a monlhl ro deposit,
cmn baltJoom, walki1 dose!, $550
a monlh m.ag utities. Gym,
,:ml and IOl1S of 1)3'krgl Cal 3864056212

WIMBLEDON PARK GATED

RENOVATED! CLOSE TO
EVERYntNG! $8lO PER
MON1ri PLUS$500 DEPT:
CAU. DEl'ISE HlJTCHNSON,
REALTOR AT3864533843

$J3

Rcxmnale nea:la:l for 31.3!

Hism: Distrx::t $595,too. $2Xl
sa::. HaroNocx:11"5, wala ird. 1
perron ps Cal 407~2313

1AM GORGEOUS!
WASHBWRYER;BASIC
CABLE; WATER; GREAT
SECURITY; TOTALLY

s19

s9

7 +;

407.963.3330

28E02 BATH COl'I)!

RateC

$J3

I

8

LCF!NE ORLANDO

CJc:J'M1tr:Mn 1/1 One nin. lake eola

RateB

s9
S6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 charactersper line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiplepublication
placement availablefor Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

HURRYWONT LA.5T

Coknal Pointe Luxuy Aµs
1 & 2 BErlooms Free W/D, ,:ml,
fitness renter, paoos.
2300 Eron Ci'. 407-679fil31

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

9

F for room in Q.ite & dean 51.3 by
Walelfad la<es. Lage lake froot
3(XXl9:! fth:Jme w/fenced yad i7
sale gala:l CXJ1111llrity. $550\ro
al util ird.J:led, hi;j1 speed
irlElret & dgtal cable. Cbse 1D
lo=NCC. Cal Caltl}fl 4074364491 ex CatYCJIJ'g85@aii.CXJ1T1

RV claiwly divas nea:la:l.
DeJiver RVs, lxlals and tnd<s for
PAY! Deiver1o al 48 stales and
Qraja For CEtais tg Cll 1o www.RV~CXJ1T1

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Travel'
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

ROOMMATES

PM' waited. 1 room available in
flllllshed ~ home on !aka
walled Comm, 6 mlns to UCF.
$500mo Incl util Non-Smoker,
eec fl'/8, pool & 1aY1ls.
Available lmmedialely. Email
ks.mk@enibarqmallcom or
Call 239-707-4448
R<Xm for Rent i7 furisroo 4 Ix!
h:Jme. 1 rrie b t.x::F di Liiv.
Internet, caje, util. ird.
$500tron. Cal m~zm

417 CenterPointe Cir Ste# 1711 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

•Tennis
•Canoe
•Waterski
,Gymnastics
•Silver Jewelry
•English Riding
,Copper Enameling
•Basketball
•Field Hockey
,Softball
,Newsletter
•Lacrosse
•Theater Costumer

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

call center with aprimary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and international travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown Altamonte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth.

kalheme.mraris'.nC%@navy.mi

SUMMER IN MAINE

f.

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tune C
Help Wanted: Full-nme C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
B
For Sale: Homes

IGE

.;'( 100

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

ATTEl'JD ca.LEGE ONLINE from
1-bre. "Meci::al, *0.Jsi1ess,
"Paralegal, *hx:cJo.s'drg. "Oiri1al
JU1ml. Joo ~
assistlllce. Cooµiter avi.alls.
FramAKl if cµiifled.
Cal (888~179,
www.CerluaOrile.o:m

EWiAM\SSPRI\IG BREAK
Carpele&Day~
from $189.AI ~

mm

~ atise inl OOEI.

www.8.tana&nCXJ1T1
fro867-5018

A20

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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T1/ce $/0 Off
dny $/00 purchdse!

T1/ce $IS Off
dny $200 purchdse!
Cannot be combined with any other discount
or promotion. Expires: February 1, 2010 _
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